LEADING WITH HONOR

PURPOSE
To help you dig beneath the surface and gain a better understanding of what you value, where you want to go, and what you are willing to sacrifice to get there.

DESCRIPTION
Leading With Honor is a book for men and women who want to elevate their influence and effectiveness to the next level. The basic layout for each chapter is a story from the POW camp, Hanoi Hilton, to highlight leadership principles and examples. At the end of each chapter is personal coaching designed to help you apply the principles. The book is divided into two sections, Leading Yourself and Leading Others, and contains 14 chapters. There is a “Foot Stomper” at the end of each chapter to summarize the key point and help lead the review.

EMPLOY
- Visit http://freedomstarmedia.com for:
  - Coaching Handouts for each chapter to apply the lesson.
  - Video clips that can be watched individually or in a group.
- Select a book review group. It is recommended that the group size be limited to 10 or less; more than ten people tend to stifle the conversation and subsequently make the review less effective.
- Decide on the frequency for the review. Weekly works well because the chapters are short and easily read in a short time.
- Assign the first chapter to be read and plan to lead the first review yourself.
- For subsequent chapters assign a group review member to lead the discussion on their selected chapter. Informal settings, without slides, and a well prepared discussion leader work well.
- Encourage people to take the Courage Challenge. Here are ways you can join the movement:
  - Get the Courage Challenge Pocket Card.
  - Take the Leading with Honor Leadership Assessment.
  - Download the Leadership Freedom checklist.
  - Connect with others in social communities to engage with other leaders and encourage one another.
- Resource a training program:
  - PowerPoint® presentation.
  - Comprehensive Leader and Participant Guides (purchase required).